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1. 

SYSTEMAND METHOD FOR PROVIDING A 
HGH FAULT TOLERANT MEMORY SYSTEM 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This application contains Subject matter that is related to 
the Subject matter of a co-pending application entitled “Sys 
tem and Method for Error Correction and Detection in a 
Memory System 1 1/769,929, filed contemporaneously with 
the present application, assigned to the same assignee as this 
application, and hereby incorporated by reference in its 
entirety. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates generally to computer memory, and 
more particularly to providing a high fault tolerant RAID 
memory system. 

Computer systems often require a considerable amount of 
high speed RAM (random access memory) to hold informa 
tion Such as operating system software, programs and other 
data while a computer is powered on and operational. This 
information is normally binary, composed of patterns of 1's 
and 0's known as bits of data. The bits of data are often 
grouped and organized at a higher level. A byte, for example, 
is typically composed of 8 bits, although it may be composed 
of additional bits (e.g. 9, 10, etc.) when the byte also includes 
information for use in the identification and/or correction of 
errors. This binary information is normally loaded into RAM 
from nonvolatile storage (NVS) such as hard disk drives 
(HDDs) during power on and initial program load (IPL) of the 
computer system. The data is also paged-in from and paged 
out to NVS during normal computer operation. In general, all 
the programs and information utilized by a computer system 
cannot fit in the smaller, more costly dynamic RAM 
(DRAM), and even if it did fit, the data would be lost when the 
computer system is powered off. At present, it is common for 
NVS systems to be built using a large number of HDDs. 

Computer RAM is often designed with pluggable sub 
systems, often in the form of modules, so that incremental 
amounts of RAM can be added to each computer, dictated by 
the specific memory requirements for each system and appli 
cation. The acronym, “DIMM refers to dual in-line memory 
modules, which are perhaps the most prevalent memory mod 
ule currently in use. A DIMM is a thin rectangular card 
comprising one or more memory devices, and may also 
include one or more of registers, buffers, hub devices, and/or 
non-volatile storage (e.g., erasable programmable read only 
memory or “EPROM) as well as various passive devices 
(e.g. resistors and capacitors), all mounted to the card. In 
Some instances, devices external to the physical memory 
module are still used to convey the information from the 
physical memory module to a memory controller, and failures 
of these devices can be naturally deemed failures of the 
memory module itself, as far as an error control code in the 
memory controller is concerned. Correspondingly, in the 
claims, a reference to the failure of a memory module applies 
not only to failures that are completely contained within a 
physical memory module, but more generally to failures that 
could affect a component that is required to convey informa 
tion between the physical memory module and the memory 
controller. 
DIMMs are often designed with dynamic memory chips or 

DRAMs that need to be regularly refreshed to prevent the data 
stored within them from being lost. Originally, DRAM chips 
were asynchronous devices, however contemporary chips, 
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2 
synchronous DRAM (SDRAM) (e.g. single data rate or 
“SDR', double data rate or "DDR", DDR2, DDR3, etc) have 
synchronous interfaces to improve performance. DDR 
devices are available that use pre-fetching along with other 
speed enhancements to improve memory bandwidth and to 
reduce latency. DDR3, for example, has a standard burst 
length of 8, where the term burst length refers to the number 
of DRAM transfers in which information is conveyed from or 
to the DRAM during a read or write. 
Memory device densities have continued to grow as com 

puter systems have become more powerful. Currently it is not 
uncommon to have the RAM content of a single computer be 
composed of hundreds of trillions of bits. Unfortunately, the 
failure of just a portion of a single RAM device can cause the 
entire computer system to fail. When memory errors occur, 
which may be “hard' (repeating) or “soft' (one-time or inter 
mittent) failures, these failures may occur as single cell, 
multi-bit, full chip or full DIMM failures and all or part of the 
system RAM may be unusable until it is repaired. Repair 
turn-around-times can be hours or even days, which can have 
a Substantial impact to a business dependent on the computer 
systems. 
The probability of encountering a RAM failure during 

normal operations has continued to increase as the amount of 
memory storage in contemporary computers continues to 
grOW. 

Techniques to detect and correct bit errors have evolved 
into an elaborate science over the past several decades. Per 
haps the most basic detection technique is the generation of 
odd or even parity where the number of 1s or 0's in a data 
word are "exclusive or-ed' (XOR-ed) together to produce a 
parity bit. For example, a data word with an even number of 
1's will have a parity bit of 0 and a data word with an odd 
number of 1s will have a parity bit of 1, with this parity bit 
data appended to the stored memory data. If there is a single 
error present in the data word during a read operation, it can 
be detected by regenerating parity from the data and then 
checking to see that it matches the stored (originally gener 
ated) parity. 

Richard Hamming recognized that the parity technique 
could be extended to not only detect errors, but correct errors 
by appending an error correction code (ECC) field, to each 
code word. The ECC field is a combination of different bits in 
the word XOR-ed together so that errors (small changes to the 
data word) can be easily detected, pinpointed and corrected. 
The number of errors that can be detected and corrected are 
directly related to the length of the ECC field appended to the 
data word. The technique includes ensuring a minimum sepa 
ration distance between valid code word combinations. The 
greater the number of errors desired to be detected and cor 
rected, the longer the code word, thus creating a greater 
distance between valid code words. The smallest distance 
between valid code words is known as the minimum Ham 
ming distance of the code. 

These error detection and error correction techniques are 
commonly used to restore data to its original/correct form in 
noisy communication transmission media or for storage 
media where there is a finite probability of data errors due to 
the physical characteristics of the device. The memory 
devices generally store data as Voltage levels representing a 1 
or a 0 in RAM and are subject to both device failure and state 
changes due to high energy cosmic rays and alpha particles. 
Similarly, HDDs that store 1s and 0's as magnetic fields on a 
magnetic Surface are also subject to imperfections in the 
magnetic media and other mechanisms that can cause 
changes in the data pattern from what was originally stored. 
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In the 1980s, RAM memory device sizes first reached the 
point where they became sensitive to alpha particle hits and 
cosmic rays causing memory bits to flip. These particles do 
not damage the device but can create memory errors. These 
are known as Soft errors, and most often affect just a single bit. 
Once identified, the bit failure can be corrected by simply 
rewriting the memory location. The frequency of Soft errors 
has grown to the point that it has a noticeable impact on 
overall system reliability. 
Memory ECCs, like those proposed by Hamming, use a 

combination of parity codes in various bit positions of the 
data word to allow detection and correction of errors. Every 
time data words are written into memory, a new ECC word 
needs to be generated and stored with the data, thereby allow 
ing detection and correction of the data in cases where the 
data read out of memory includes an ECC code that does not 
match a newly calculated ECC code generated from the data 
being read. 

The first ECCs were applied to RAM in computer systems 
in an effort to increase fault-tolerance beyond that allowed by 
previous means. Binary ECC codes were deployed that 
allowed for double-bit error detection (DED) and single-bit 
error correction (SEC). This SEC/DED ECC also allows for 
transparent recovery of single bit hard errors in RAM. 

Scrubbing routines were also developed to help reduce 
memory errors by locating soft errors through a complement/ 
re-complement process so that the Soft errors could be 
detected and corrected. 
Some storage manufacturers have used advanced ECC 

techniques, such as Reed-Solomon codes, to correct for full 
memory chip failures. Some memory system designs also 
have standard reserve memory chips (e.g. "spare chips) that 
can be automatically introduced in a memory system to 
replace a faulty chip. These advancements have greatly 
improved RAM reliability, but as memory size continues to 
grow and customers reliability expectations increase, further 
enhancements are needed. There is the need for systems to 
survive a complete DIMM failure and for the DIMM to be 
replaced concurrent with system operation. In addition, other 
failure modes must be considered which affect single points 
of failure between the connection between one or more 
DIMMs and the memory controller/embedded processor. For 
example, some of the connections between the memory con 
troller and the memory device(s) may include one or more 
intermediate buffer(s) that may be external to the memory 
controller and reside on or separate from the DIMM, however 
upon its failure, may have the effect of appearing as a portion 
of a single DIMM failure, a full DIMM failure, or a broader 
memory system failure. 

Although there is a clear need to improve computer RAM 
reliability (also referred to as “fault tolerance') by using even 
more advanced error correction techniques, attempts to do 
this have been hampered by impacts to available customer 
memory, performance, space, heat, etc. Using redundancy by 
including extra copies (e.g. "mirroring”) of data or more 
Sophisticated error coding techniques drives up costs, adds 
complexity to the design, and may impact another key busi 
ness measure: time-to-market. For example, the simple 
approach of memory mirroring has been offered as a feature 
by several storage manufacturing companies. The use of 
memory mirroring permits systems to Survive more cata 
strophic memory failures, but acceptance has been very low 
because it generally requires a doubling of the memory size 
on top of the base SEC/DEC ECC already present in the 
design, which generally leaves customers with less than 50% 
of the installed RAM available for system use. 
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4 
ECC techniques have been used to improve availability of 

storage systems by correcting HDD failures so that customers 
do not experience data loss or data integrity issues due to 
failure of an HDD, while further protecting them from more 
subtle failure modes. 
Some Suppliers of storage systems have used redundant 

array of independent disks (RAID) techniques successfully to 
improve availability of HDDs to computer RAM. In many 
respects it is easier to recover from a HDD failure using RAID 
techniques because it is much easier to isolate the failure in 
HDDs than it is in RAM. HDDs often have embedded check 
ers such as ECCs to detect bad sectors. In addition, cyclic 
redundancy checks (CRCs) and longitudinal redundancy 
checks (LRCs) may be embedded in HDD electronics or disk 
adapters, or they may be checkers used by higher levels of 
code and applications to detect HDD errors. CRCs and LRCs 
are written coincident with data to help detect data errors. 
CRCs and LRCs are hashing functions used to produce a 
Small Substantially unique bit pattern generated from the data. 
When the data is read from the HDD, the check sum is 
regenerated and compared to that stored on the platter. The 
signatures must match exactly to ensure the data retrieved 
from the magnetic pattern encoded on the disk is as was 
originally written to the disk. 
RAID systems have been developed to improve perfor 

mance and/or to increase the availability of disk storage sys 
tems. RAID distributes data across several independent 
HDDs. There are many different RAID schemes that have 
been developed each having different characteristics, and 
different pros and cons associated with them. Performance, 
availability, and utilization/efficiency (the percentage of the 
disks that actually hold customer data) are perhaps the most 
important. The tradeoffs associated with various schemes 
have to be carefully considered because improvements in one 
attribute can often result in reductions in another. 
RAID-0 is striping of data across multiple HDDs to 

improve performance. RAID-1 is mirroring of data, keeping 
2 exact copies of the data on 2 different HDDs to improve 
availability and prevent data loss. Some RAID schemes can 
be used together to gain combined benefits. For example, 
RAID-10 is both data striping and mirroring across several 
HDDs in an array to improve both performance and availabil 
ity. 

RAID-3, RAID-4 and RAID-5 are very similar in that they 
use a single XOR check Sum to correct for a single data 
element error. RAID-3 is byte-level striping with dedicated 
parity HDD. RAID-4 uses block level striping with a dedi 
cated parity HDD. RAID-5 is block level striping like RAID 
4, but with distributed parity. There is no longer a dedicated 
parity HDD. Parity is distributed substantially uniformly 
across all the HDDs, thus eliminating the dedicated parity 
HDD as a performance bottleneck. The key attribute of 
RAID-3, RAID-4 and RAID-5 is that they can correct a single 
data element fault when the location of the fault can be pin 
pointed through some independent means. 

There is not a single universally accepted industry-wide 
definition for RAID-6. In general, RAID-6 refers to block or 
byte-level striping with dual checksums. An important 
attribute of RAID-6 is that it allow for correction of up to 2 
data element faults when the faults can be pinpointed through 
Some independent means. It also has the ability to pinpoint 
and correct a single failure when the location of the failure is 
not known. 

FIG. 1 depicts a contemporary system composed of an 
integrated processor chip 100, which contains one or more 
processor elements and an integrated memory controller 110. 
In the configuration depicted in FIG. 1, multiple independent 
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cascade interconnected memory interface busses 106 are 
logically aggregated together to operate in unison to Support 
a single independent access request at a higher bandwidth 
with data and error detection/correction information distrib 
uted or “striped across the parallel busses and associated 
devices. The memory controller 110 attaches to four narrow/ 
high speed point-to-point memory busses 106, with each bus 
106 connecting one of the several unique memory controller 
interface channels to a cascade interconnect memory Sub 
system 103 (or memory module, e.g., a DIMM) which 
includes at least a hub device 104 and one or more memory 
devices 109. Some systems further enable operations when a 
subset of the memory busses 106 are populated with memory 
subsystems 103. In this case, the one or more populated 
memory busses 108 may operate in unison to Support a single 
access request. 

FIG. 2 depicts a memory structure with cascaded memory 
modules 103 and unidirectional busses 106. One of the func 
tions provided by the hub devices 104 in the memory modules 
103 in the cascade structure is a re-drive function to send 
signals on the unidirectional busses 106 to other memory 
modules 103 or to the memory controller 110. FIG. 2 includes 
the memory controller 110 and four memory modules 103, on 
each of two memory busses 106 (a downstream memory bus 
with 24 wires and an upstream memory bus with 25 wires), 
connected to the memory controller 110 in either a direct or 
cascaded manner. The memory module 103 next to the 
memory controller 110 is connected to the memory controller 
110 in a direct manner. The other memory modules 103 are 
connected to the memory controller 110 in a cascaded man 
ner. Although not shown in this figure, the memory controller 
110 may be integrated in the processor 100 and may connect 
to more than one memory bus 106 as depicted in FIG. 1. 

There is a need in the art to improve failure detection and 
correction in memory systems. It would be desirable for a 
memory system to be able to survive a complete DIMM 
failure and for the DIMM to be replaced concurrent with 
system operation. It would be desirable to provide this 
improved level of serviceability along with the ability to 
Substitute a spare memory device for a failing memory device 
concurrent with system operation. It would also be desirable 
to survive the failure of any device that communicates infor 
mation from the memory controller to a DIEM and vice versa. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

An exemplary embodiment includes a memory system 
having a memory controller, a plurality of memory modules 
and a mechanism. The plurality of memory modules are in 
communication with the memory controller and with a plu 
rality of memory devices. The plurality of memory devices 
include at least one spare memory device for providing 
memory device sparing capability. The mechanism is for 
detecting that one of the memory modules has failed possibly 
coincident with a memory device failure on an other of the 
memory modules. The mechanism allows the memory sys 
tem to continue to ran unimpaired in the presence of the 
memory module failure and the possible memory device fail 
le. 

Another exemplary embodiment includes a memory con 
troller having an interface to a plurality of memory modules 
and a mechanism. The memory modules are in communica 
tion with a plurality of memory devices, and the plurality of 
memory devices include at least one spare memory device for 
providing memory device sparing capability. The mechanism 
is for detecting that one of the memory modules has failed 
possibly coincident with a memory device failure on an other 
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6 
of the memory modules. The mechanism allows the memory 
system to continue to run unimpaired in the presence of the 
memory module failure and the possible memory device fail 
le. 

A further exemplary embodiment includes a method for 
detecting and correcting errors in a memory system. The 
method includes determining if only a single symbol error 
exists in the memory system. The memory system includes a 
plurality of memory modules having memory devices includ 
ing at least one spare memory device for providing memory 
device sparing capability. The memory modules are accessed 
in unison in response to memory commands. The method 
further includes correcting the single symbol error in 
response to determining that the single symbol error is the 
only error that exists in the memory system. Correcting is 
performed for at least one of the possible memory module 
failures using a RAID-3 error correction code in response to 
determining that the error is not a single symbol error. Cor 
recting is performed for errors remaining in the memory 
system after the correcting for at least one of the possible 
memory module failure using the RAID-3 error correction 
code. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Referring now to the drawings wherein like elements are 
numbered alike in the several FIGURES: 

FIG. 1 depicts a cascade interconnect memory system with 
unidirectional busses; 

FIG. 2 depicts a cascade interconnect memory system with 
unidirectional busses; 

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an exemplary symbol defini 
tion utilized by an exemplary embodiment of the present 
invention; 

FIG. 4 depicts an exemplary system that may be imple 
mented by an exemplary embodiment of the present inven 
tion; 

FIG. 5 is a flow diagram of an exemplary process that may 
be implemented by an exemplary embodiment to perform 
error correction; 

FIG. 6 is a flow diagram of an exemplary process that may 
be implemented by an exemplary embodiment to perform 
memory device sparing; and 

FIG. 7 is a block diagram of an exemplary system that may 
be implemented by an exemplary embodiment. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY 
EMBODIMENTS 

An exemplary embodiment of the present invention pro 
vides transparent recovery and full on-line concurrent DIMM 
repair for computer memory systems comprised of RAM 
devices (e.g., DRAM, SDRAM, etc.). Transparent recovery 
for up to a complete memory Subsystem (e.g., a DIMM) 
failure coincident with another memory chip failure is pro 
vided while still allocating one or more memory devices as 
spare memory devices. Exemplary embodiments utilize a 
node structure for the computer system RAM in conjunction 
with an innovative application of ECC that enables any 
memory node to be powered down without loss of access to 
the required system data stored in RAM. As such, the com 
puter system memory continues to run unimpaired, providing 
full access to all data stored in RAM, just as if all the memory 
nodes are present, powered-on and fully operational. 
As used herein, the term memory node refers to the collec 

tion of all DIMMS associated with a single logical column. 
Often, but not always, a single column is associated with a 
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single memory channel. As used herein, the term coincident 
refers to the occurrence of two (or more) error patterns. In one 
example, a correctable error occurs and then later in time, 
before the first correctable error can be repaired, a second 
failure occurs. The first and second failure are said to be 
coincident. Repair times are always greater than Zero and the 
longer the repair time, the more likely it would be to have a 
second failure occur coincident with a the first. 
An exemplary embodiment of the present invention imple 

ments an error correction code that is applicable to a memory 
system built using DDR3 DRAM parts. In the exemplary 
embodiment, the cache line in the processor chip is assumed 
to be 256 bytes. Each DIMM has 18x4 DDR3 chips and is 
connected to the processor chip through a memory channel. 
Each DDR3 x4 chip provides over the course of 8 time beats 
a total of 4 bits so in total, it provides 4 bytes on a read and 
accepts 4 bytes on a write. Thus, a total of 4 DIMMs operating 
in parallel will supply the 256B cache line during a read. A 
fifth channel is included in the memory system, which pro 
vides enough redundancy to Sustain failures of an entire 
memory channel. All five channels are read/written during 
any given access. The failures may be due to failures of 
devices that are critical to the communication with and opera 
tion of the DRAMs in the DIMM, for example, intermediate 
buffer chips, which may be located within the DIMM or 
elsewhere. The code is applied over 64 bytes of data, and 
therefore it is used 4 four times independently over the course 
of writing a 256B cache line to memory. Similarly, during a 
read the cache line is decoded by applying the error control 
code decoder 4 times. An important issue is how symbols in 
an error control code are mapped to the bits stored in the 
memory system. The error control code in the exemplary 
embodiment described herein uses an 8-bit byte (for short a 
byte) as the basic unit. The symbols of the error control code 
are formed by taking two adjacent time beats across the 4-bit 
I/O interface. Since there are a total of 90 chips being 
accessed in parallel, the above symbol definition implies that 
during the course of two time beats of the DRAM, 64 bytes of 
user data together with (up to) 26 bytes of check (or other) 
information are conveyed to/from the memory Subsystem. 
See FIG.3 for an illustration of the symbol definition adopted 
in exemplary embodiments of the present invention. 

In some instances, it is desired to write and read only 128B 
worth of data. This can be accomplished via use of the DDR3 
DRAM burst chop mode, which allows reads and more 
importantly, writes to the memory interface that last only for 
4 DRAM beats (as opposed to 8). Since the error control code 
is applied on 64B chunks of data, the only difference with 
respect to the main case discussed previously is that the code 
is applied 2 times for burst chop mode. 
An illustration of an exemplary system setup is depicted in 

FIG. 4. The system includes 5 DIMMs 404 each having a 
buffer, or hub device 406 and a plurality of memory devices 
408-414. The memory devices depicted in FIG. 4 are desig 
nated as ECC check data memory devices 408, user data 
memory devices 410, RAID check memory devices 414, and 
spare chip memory devices 412 based on the contents of each 
memory device. As is apparent in FIG. 4, the data and ECC 
check symbols stored in each DIMM 404 use 17 DRAM 
chips. This is deliberate, as then one chip, or memory device, 
per DIMM may be considered a spare chip, designated as the 
spare chip memory device 412. The use of spare chips is 
common practice in current memory systems and the role of 
the spare chip is to serve as a recipient of the contents of 
another chip that is known to be failing. This process is called 
datasteering and is an important aspect of the continuous 
availability and reliability of high end computing systems. 
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8 
Exemplary embodiments of the present invention add an 

unprecedented amount of sparing capability by having at 
least one spare chipper DIMM. It is pointed out, nevertheless, 
that these spare chips may be taken advantage of by (in 
particular) storing additional error control coding informa 
tion. Demand for spare chips can then be serviced by degrad 
ing, on-line, the error control code capabilities by reassigning 
a chip that holds useful (but not essential) check information 
to function as a spare chip. It is stressed, nevertheless, that by 
an appropriate and Sophisticated choice of ECC, an exem 
plary embodiment of the present invention provides very 
strong error correction properties even when the spare chips 
are truly inactive during normal system operation. 
As described previously, the memory system is organized 

such that a total of four channels supply 256B of data together 
with some additional check information. An additional fifth 
channel is incorporated in order to Survive major failures 
involving a full channel. This geometry has some inherent 
limitations for the purposes of recovering from a channel 
failure where the failing channel's identity is not known. The 
Rieger bound states that any linear code that is able to correct 
all error bursts of length “t” must have redundancy of at least 
“2t'. By error burst of length “t it is meant that any error that 
is contained within a window of length “t located anywhere 
within a codeword. In an exemplary embodiment, there is the 
additional restriction that a channel failure is experienced as 
an error burst contained in any of 5 different non-overlapping 
windows of size 17 symbols, corresponding to each of the 
channels; this is, the window starting locations are restricted. 
Nevertheless an examination of the proof of Rieger's bound 
reveals that this additional constraint results in no improve 
ment on the “2t” lower bound on redundancy. 

In the memory system described above, a codeword of the 
error control code is comprised of 85 symbols, 64 of which 
are user data and therefore, the redundancy of this code is 
85-64-21. A channel failure can affect up to t—17 symbols. 
Clearly, 2t=34>21=r and thus it can be concluded that it is 
impossible to recover from all such channel failures. It can be 
easily seen that taking further advantage of the 5 spare chips 
that are allocated above does not result in a change of this 
assessment. This however, does not preclude the possibility 
that channel failures and even more complex error patterns 
can be corrected with very high probability. In fact this is 
feasible and is heavily exploited in exemplary embodiments 
of the present invention. Once a channel failure has been 
encountered, a log is maintained that helps in identifying the 
channel that is failing. Once this channel has been identified, 
its identity is fed to the error control code decoder, which 
results in being able to correct the channel failure with 100% 
certainty. This is important, since if only correction with high 
probability is offered, after a hard channel failure has taken 
place eventually an access to the memory is bound to be 
uncorrectable. The notion of identifying failing channels and 
feeding the associated information to an error control decoder 
is referred to herein as “channel marking'. 
The error handling properties of the specific error control 

code described herein and implemented by an exemplary 
embodiment are summarized below: 

In the absence of a channel failure (unmarked): any double 
symbol error correct. 

In the presence of a channel failure (unmarked): the chan 
nel failure and up to 1 additional symbol failure is detected 
100%; and correction of the channel failure and up to 1 
additional symbol failure with very high probability (prob 
ability of non-correction is at most 2x10 per access event). 
These events are always at least detected, and on the other 
hand, corrected with very high probability. 
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In the presence of a channel failure (marked), in addition to 
the correction of the channel failure: detection of up to 2 
symbol errors is 100%; and correction of up to 1 symbol error 
is 100%. 

Note that in the summarized error handling properties 
above, “symbol error” may be replaced with “full chip error.” 
This is due to the definition for a code symbol described in 
reference to FIG. 3. 

Exemplary embodiments of the present invention include 
other desirable properties such as: the availability of a decod 
ing algorithm that is relatively simple given the significant 
failure events that it allows recovery from; the parity check 
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matrix of the code is constructed in a manner that naturally 
degrades to a standard double symbol error correct code if a 
fifth channel for storing channel failure recovery information 
is unavailable or undesirable; providing, as is common in 
error control codes applied to memory, address parity protec 
tion which gives a manner of testing whether the line 
requested and the line retrieved are in reality the same, read 
ing and writing to an incorrect address may happen due to an 
error in the bus that conveys the address information. 
Code construction. The code is constructed using arith 

metic in the Galois Field with 256 elements, denoted by 
GF(256). For the purposes of allowing efficient hardware 
implementations, the field GF(256) is constructed as an 
extension of GF(16). Arithmetic in the field GF(16) is per 
formed representing symbols as polynomials over GF(2). To 
perform multiplication of two elements of GF(16), the usual 
rules of multiplication of polynomials are followed (using 
GF(2) arithmetic) and then the modulex'+x+1 of the result is 
obtained. To construct GF(256) as an extension of GF(16), set 
B-x+1 and then use the polynomial z+z+f which is irre 
ducible over GF(16). That is, elements of GF(256) are repre 
sented as polynomials of degreeat most 1, where addition and 
multiplication use arithmetic in GF(16) and follow the usual 
rules except that after multiplication, the modulo z+Z+B is 
obtained. This construction of the finite field follows a 
method that is known in the art, choosing B to be a primitive 
element of GF(16). This results in z+z+B not being irreduc 
ible and thus the alternate choice for Babove was made. 

It is noted below that the code presented is actually capable 
of protecting 68 bytes of user data, instead of the 64 bytes 
stipulated previously. To provide for the address parity pro 
tection feature, 65 bytes of data need to be protected (the 65th 
byte contains address information that although not stored in 
the memory, forms part of the error control code codeword). 
Also, in Some computer designs, cache lines are stored 
together with additional information about the cache line 
useful in the system architecture. A larger code can always be 
shortened to a smaller code by simply “Zeroing entries not 
needed at the time of encoding and decoding. 
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10 
Define: C =x+16GF(16), Cox+x+1eGF(16). Also 

define: C. C. Z+CeGF(256). It can be checked that C. is a 
primitive element of GF(256). The code that is employed in 
an exemplary embodiment has the following parity check 

ls 
O 

is is is ls 
matrix H = 2 3 

Ho AHo A Ho A Ho 

where Is denotes the 18X18 identity matrix, 

18 

36 

and 
54 

72 

Let: H-H AH AH AH, 0). 
A manner equivalent of defining H is as follows: 

The first 72 columns of H are simply a shortened 72,68) 
Reed-Solomon code. The properties of the code defined by 
parity check matrix Hare sensitive to the choice of C. So as a 
consequence, not every shortened Reed-Solomon will work 
properly. In general, in different applications of exemplary 
embodiments of the present invention, any appropriate short 
ening of a Reed-Solomon code may be utilized (not neces 
sarily limited to selecting contiguous columns from a full 
length Reed-Solomon code). More generally, the choice for H 
is not limited to a Reed-Solomon code, provided that certain 
important properties next exemplified are preserved. 

Define: 

H-5)-H(I)-H(s)f(2)-H(s)H(3)-H(SH4)HS) 
equivalently stated as: 
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H=(How HoAHA Hol 

The minimum distances of the codes defined by parity 
check matrices H', ie:{1, 2, 3, 4, 5} are one of the key 
properties of the overall code with parity check matrix H. 
Another key property is the minimum distances of the codes 
with parity check matrices H'+H, 1si-js5. 

Let d() be a function that accepts a parity check matrix and 
outputs the minimum distance of the code defined by this 
parity check matrix. In other words, if H is a matrix, d(H') 
returns the smallest numberi for which there exists a nonzero 
vectors with exactly i nonzero entries for which HS-0. For 
the construction exhibited above, the following statements 
can be verified by direct computation: 

min d(H) = 4 

mind (H) + H(f)) = 5 
lsicis5 

The latter condition implies that for any 1siss5, the code 
with parity check matrix H'+H is maximum-distance 
separable (MDS). 

Encoding. The 18 symbols associated with channel ie: 1, 
2, 3, 4, 5} are denoted by the column vector X, and the jth 
symbol (je{1, ..., 18} in x, by x. When convenient, the 
notation X(i,j)-X, is also utilized. This notation is partially 
illustrated in FIG. 2. Recall, the structure of the parity check 
matrix: 

is is is is is 
H = 2 3 

Ho A Ho A Ho A Ho O 

By convention, user data is stored in channels 1,2,3, and 4. 
Then, according to the definition of H, a proper codeword (x, 
X2, Xs, X, Xs) must satisfy the equation: Xs=X+X2+X-+Xa. In 
this equation, the symbol '+' represents addition of vectors 
with components in GF(256). This equation provides for a 
means of generating check information to be stored through 
channel 5 once the contents of X, X2, X, X are known. In 
order to compute valid contents for X, X2, Xs, X, the follow 
ing equation must also be satisfied: Hox+AHX+AHX,+ 
A Hox 0. 

In the particular design exemplified herein, the number of 
rows in Ho is equal to 4. It is assumed that the locations of the 
corresponding four check symbols computed from the user 
data will be stored in X1, X2, Xs, and XI. This assignment 
is in agreement with FIG. 4. 

Let: 

a' 19 37 55 
o 38 74 a' O 

T = 3 57 III 65 
C C C C 

o, 76 148 220 

That is, T is obtained from H by extracting columns 1, 19. 
37, 55 (which correspond to the locations where the redun 
dant symbols are to be placed). It can be checked that: 
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192 212 175 81 

195 226 151 102 
T = 14 34 53 66 

C C C C 

30 68 49 228 

This structure designed into the parity check matrix H 
permits a flexible tradeoff between computation time and 
implementation cost. For example at the time of decoding (a 
subject to be discussed in more detail below), one of the first 
steps is to compute the syndromes of the retrieved vector (X, 
X, Xs, X, Xs). These syndromes include the H syndromes 
which are obtained by computing: Hox+AHox2+A Hoxs+ 
A Hoxa. 
As can be seen from the decomposition above, if one has 

sufficient hardware to multiply the matrix Ho times a vector, 
one can reuse this hardware four times. Another possibility is 
to provide for hardware that allows for computation of the 
product of the matrix Ho AHI times a vector, which then gets 
reused once more to accomplish the full computation. 
Going back now to the matter of adjusting symbols xi, 

X2, Xs, Xa, so as to obtain valid codewords X1, X2, Xs, X4. 
The first step is to set X, X2, Xs, X-0 and to set the rest 
of the symbols to the desired user data values (see FIG. 4). 
This results in: 

W11 

W2.1 -l 2 3 = T' (Hox1 + A Hox2 + A Hox3 + A Hox) 
X3.1 

V4.1 

The above reflects an intended order for the computations 
in that only at the end is the premultiply times T' performed. 
This ensures that a low complexity modular approach can be 
implemented via the techniques described previously. 

Decoding. FIG. 5 depicts an exemplary process flow that 
may be implemented by exemplary embodiments of the 
present invention to perform error detection correction. The 
processing depicted in FIG.5 may be implemented by hard 
ware and/or software located in the memory system. At block 
502, the data is received, and at block 504 it is determined 
whether the data contains errors. If the data does not contain 
errors, then block 506 is performed and a return flag is set to 
"no errors.” If there are errors in the data, then block 508 is 
performed to determine if the error is a single symbol error. If 
the data is a single symbol error, then block 510 is performed 
to correct the single symbol error and then block 512 is 
performed to and the return flag is set to “message corrected.” 
Blocks 508-512 allow a fast path to correct a single symbol 
error and to return the corrected data to the requestor. If the 
error is not a single symbol error, then block514 is performed 
to determine the location of the failure(s). Once the location is 
determined, block 516 is performed to attempt to correct the 
errors. At block 518, the return flag is set to “message cor 
rected” if the correction was successful and to “uncorrectable 
error if the correction was not successful. 

In an exemplary embodiment, the structure of the decoder 
(which performs the processing described in reference to 
FIG. 5) includes three distinct components: 

Algorithm A1 is a “fast path’ that corrects up to a single 
symbol error, and redirects the flow to Algorithm A2 is 
another type of error is encountered. This corresponds to 
block 508-512 in FIG. 5. 
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Algorithm A2 corrects a channel failure coincident with an 
additional symbol error with high probability. This algorithm 
is called from Algorithm A1. 

Algorithm A3 corrects a marked channel failure and on top 
of this, performs single symbol error correction, and double 
symbol error detection. Algorithm A3 is invoked by Algo 
rithm A2 multiple times. Algorithms A2 and A3 correspond to 
blockS 514-516 in FIG. 5. 

Whenever prior channel failure information is available 
(that is, a particular channel has been marked as THE failing 
channel) then Algorithm A3 is invoked directly Algorithm 
A3. Otherwise, Algorithm A1 is used as the starting interface 
to the overall error correction algorithm. 

Notation for decoding. Given a vector S, the number of 
nonzero entries in S is denoted by w(s). 
The expression F=(a==b) implies that F is a boolean vari 

able that is set to true ifa is equal to band to false otherwise. 
If y is a nonzero element from GF(256), logy denotes the 

unique integeri such that Cry. It is noted that such an integer 
always exists and is unique due to the fact that C. is a primitive 
element of GF(256) (see the earlier definition of C.). If y=0. 
then logy is "NaN' (not a number). 

The expression a modb denotes the remainder after integer 
division of a by b. 

Given a chip location L61,2,..., 72 (see FIG. 4) C(L) 
denotes the channel (or column) in which the chip is located 
(mathematically, C(L)=1+(L-1)/18, where the symbol “7” 
denotes integer division) and R(L) denotes the row within the 
channel in which the chip can be found (mathematically, 
R(L)=1 +(L-1)mod 18). Note, that although mathematical 
expressions are given for C(L) and R(L), computations 
involving C(L) and/or R(L) can be obtained in hardware 
without direct computation according to the formulas. 

Decoding Algorithm A1. The A1 Algorithm is a fast path 
that corrects up to a single symbol error, and redirects the flow 
to the other algorithms if another type of error is encountered. 
The input to this algorithm is a received vector X. The syn 
dromes are computed as: 

There are 18Z syndromes Z.Z... 
S syndromes S. S. S. S. 

If w(Z) w(S)=0, then it is determined (e.g., at block 504 in 
FIG. 5) that no errors have taken place and exit with “NO 
ERRORS' as the return flag. 

If w(Z)22 then Algorithm A2 is called because more that 
a single symbol error has been detected and A1 returns A2's 
return value. 

If w(Z)=1 then there is a single symbol error. Let i*6{1,. 
.., 18} be the unique index for which Z, z0. Set E. Z. 
Next, if (w(S)=0), it is assumed that the error is in the 5th 
channel, and it is corrected by setting Xse-Xs +Z, and 
return “MESSAGE CORRECTED. If w(S)>0 then com 
pute: 

... Zsand there are four 

Ler-logo.(S1/Ernag) 

If F, F, and Fs are all true, Lee 1, 2, . . . , 72} and 
R(L)-i, then compute the correction as X(COL).R(L)) 
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14 
<-x(C(L).R(L))+E, and return “MESSAGE COR 
RECTED". Otherwise, call Algorithm A2 and A1 returns 
A2's return flag. 

Decoding Algorithm A2. The Algorithm A2 corrects a 
channel failure coincident with an additional symbol error 
with high probability. This algorithm is called from Algo 
rithm A1. The input to this algorithm is a vector x. The 
algorithm will overwrite X with a correction together with a 
flag (IS CORRECTABLE) stating whether the correction 
was successful or not. 

First, set copy X-X. 
Set flag IS CORRECTABLE=False. 
For eachie{1,2,3,4, 5}: make the copy ye-X, and 

call Algorithm A3 with parameters (i, y) (this is, assume 
channel i has failed and correct accordingly). The associated 
correction by A3 will be overwritten in y. If the algorithm 
returns “MESSAGE CORRECTED’: if this is the first time 
this happens, set x-y and set CORRECTED=True; or If this 
is not the first time this has happened, and if X and y are 
different, then return “UNCORRECTABLE ERROR. Per 
form the steps for the next i. 
When the processing is completed, f 

IS CORRECTABLE=True, then return “MESSAGE COR 
RECTED, and if IS CORRECTABLE=False then return 
UNCORRECTABLE ERROR. 
Decoding Algorithm A3. The Algorithm A3 corrects a 

marked channel failure along with a single symbol correction 
and double error detection. Input to this algorithm includes a 
channel index.j*6{1,2,3,4,5} and a vector x. An exemplary 
processing flow is as follows. 
Make the substitution 

x - Wi 
ie1,2,3,4,5}, i 

and compute the S syndromes (the Z syndromes are Zero by 
definition): S-Hox+AHox+AHox+AHox. If w(S)=0 
then return “MESSAGE CORRECTED. If S=0 or S=0 
return UNCORRECTABLE ERROR 

Compute: 

Eng-Si S2 

S=p^+y 

If S=0, set 1- and 1-0. 
If Sz0, then find the nonzero roots over GF(256) of the 

quadratic z+), Z--S-0. If there are two distinct nonzero roots, 
let 1 and 1 be those two roots. Otherwise, return “UNCOR 
RECTABLE ERROR. 

Determine whether the following condition is true: (SF 
(1+1)E). If not, return “UNCORRECTABLE 
ERROR. 
If10, then compute L. log. 1. If Le 1,2,3,..., 72 

and j*6{C(L.),5}, make the correction: 

raag 

and return “MESSAGE CORRECTED. Otherwise, return 
UNCORRECTABLE ERROR. 
1z0, then compute: 

Ler, logo. l 
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Ler-2 logo lz 

Return “UNCORRECTABLE ERROR if any of the fol 
lowing conditions is false: L.Le{1,..., 72}.j*e{C 
(Lee),C(Le 2). C(Le)2C(Le2). and R(L)-R 
(Ler-2). 

Next, perform the corrections: 

and return “MESSAGE CORRECTED 
Decoding algorithm analysis. Prior to a channel marking, it 

is guaranteed that: all errors affecting up to any two symbols 
are corrected; and all channel failures plus up to one more 
symbol are corrected, except with a probability 2x10 in 
which only detection is assured. After channel marking, it is 
guaranteed that, in addition to the correction of the channel, 
any symbol error correct together with double symbol error 
detect will be performed. 

Analysis for up to one symbol error. If no errors took place 
then w(Z)—w(S)=0 and Algorithm A1 returns “NO 
ERRORS as desired. If there is exactly one symbol error, 
then w(Z)=1. The “Z” syndrome within the same row as the 
symbol error is the only nonzero syndrome; the algorithm 
correctly identifies the magnitude of the error E, and the 
row in which the error is located i. If the error is in channel 
5, then it does not affect the S syndrome and thus S=0. In this 
case, the algorithm succeeds in correcting the error and 
returning “MESSAGE CORRECTED. If the error is in 
channelj*e{1,2,3,4}, then the syndromes S1, S2, S.S. are 
as follows: 

S=CE raag 

raag 

raag 

raag 

where k=(*-1) 18+i. Therefore, w(S)=4>0. It can be readily 
checked that A1 will find that F=F-F-F-True. Also since 
j*6{1, 2, 3, 4} and ke{1, 2, 3, 4}, it follows that Llog. 
(S/E)-ke{1,..., 72}. Finally, since L, k then neces 
sarily R(L)—i. The algorithm has found the correct single 
symbol error location and proceeds with the correction as 
indicated, returning “MESSAGE CORRECTED.” 

Analysis of Algorithm A3: correcting channel failure plus 
up to an additional symbol error in the case where the failing 
channel is known. The purpose of Algorithm A3 is to decode 
any error in a channel potentially coincident with up to a 
single symbol error in some other channel. Algorithm A3 
assumes that the first channel's index is given as a parameter 
j*6{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. The successful decoding of these error 
events is guaranteed when correct channel index j error 
information is given. Moreover, the corrections that Algo 
rithm A3 makes are guaranteed to have exactly the same H 
syndrome as the received data, and an “UNCORRECTABLE 
ERROR’ is returned otherwise. These two capabilities play a 
key role in Algorithm A2, which Succeeds in decoding, with 
high probability, error patterns comprised of a channel error 
and up to a single symbol error when the channel that has 
failed is unknown. This subsection demonstrates the first 
capability; the latter is shown in the Subsequent Subsection. 

Suppose that the information associated with channel 
j*6{1, 2, 3, 4, 5} is corrupted with an error pattern. Assume 
that additionally, there may be a single symbol error in chan 
nel j**e{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, {j} and within that channel, row 
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16 
i.e.{1,..., 18}. It is assumed that this single symbol error 
has magnitude f. Algorithm A3 makes the Substitution 

x - Wi. 
ie1,2,3,4,5}, i 

Iff-0, then the H syndromes of X are all equal to Zero (S-0) 
and A3 immediately returns with “MESSAGE COR 
RECTED.” If fe0, then the H syndromes of the x are as 
follows: 

where B is equal to the element in the first row and columni 
of HV', and where Y is equal to the element in the first row and 
column i* of HV". Note that B and Y can potentially be 
equal to zero (since H=0), but not simultaneously. Also, 
regardless of their value, it is known by construction of the 
check matrix H that Bay. Therefore, Sz0 and S.20, which 
prevents A3 from returning “UNCORRECTABLE ERROR” 
in the fourth step of A3. 

Algorithm A3 computes , , E S. obtaining: mag 

Suppose that j=5. After the substitution 

- X x; 
ie1,2,3,4,5}, i 

there are exactly two errors each with magnitude f, row i 
and on channels j* and 5. It is given that B=0. Then i=0 and 
the algorithm sets ly, 1-0. Note that (1+1)E, Yf-Ss. 
Similarly, (1+1)E Y'f=S and therefore the two tests 
made by A3 are passed. Finally, notice that ma is the error 
location of the single symbol error with magnitude f not in 
channel 5, and thus A3 Succeeds in correcting both errors, 
returning “MESSAGE CORRECTED.” 
Now assume that j*e{1, 2, 3, 4} and j*=5. After the 

substitution 

- X x; 
ie1,2,3,4,5}, i 

there are exactly two errors each with magnitude f, row i 
and on channels and 5. It is given that Y=0. Then 5-0 and the 
algorithm sets 1-B and 1-0. As before, A3 finds that both the 
S. and Schecks pass, and the correct corrections are applied, 
returning “MESSAGE CORRECTED. Finally, assume that 
j*, *e{1,2,3,4}. In this case Bz.0, Yz0 and B+yz0, therefore 
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Sz0, Sz0, Sz0. The quadratic that A3 solves is z+(C.--f)Z+ 
CB-0, which has the two distinct roots C.B. Clearly, the tests 
on S and S are passed, together with the tests performed in 
the previous-to-last step of A3. The appropriate corrections 
are made, returning “MESSAGE CORRECTED.” 
The above discussion establishes that A3 will indeed cor 

rect a channel failure plus up to an additional single error, if 
the identity of the channel failing is given. 

Analysis of Algorithm A3, where all corrected messages 
have zero H syndrome. It is claimed herein that if "MES 
SAGE CORRECTED is returned by A3, then necessarily the 
vectorx returned by A3 satisfies Hx=0, regardless of the error 
pattern originally affecting the received data and regardless of 
whether the channel failure information passed to A3 is accu 
rate or not. The first action that A3 takes is to make the 
correction 

x - Wi. 
ie1,2,3,4,5}, i 

This ensures that the Z-syndromes (associated with the first 
18 rows of the parity check matrix H) are identical to zero. 
After this correction, there are two possible additional cor 
rection actions, depending on whether channel 5 receives a 
correction or not. In either case, it is easy to see that the 
corrections preserve the value of Z=0. Therefore, it must be 
demonstrated that any time “MESSAGE CORRECTED is 
returned, the H syndrome (denoted by S) of the corrected 
version is always equal to Zero. 

It is important that for the following analysis there are no 
assumptions about the error pattern affecting the received 
data. Suppose that channel 5 receives a correction (this is, 
10). A3 makes a correction in error location up and error 
magnitude E, A3 also makes a correction in channel 5, but 
this correction does not affect the H syndrome. Thus the claim 
above (for the case where channel 5 receives a correction) is 
true if it is demonstrated that A3 accepts the correction only if: 

S1 = h 1 Enag 

S2= thiEng 
S3 = thieng 
S4 = themag 

It can be easily seen that the definitions of p, and E, 
which are calculated from S and S. imply that the first two 
equations are always true. Moreover, this branch of A3 is 
invoked only if S=0, and it can be seen that this implies that 
the third equation is true as well. Finally, note that A3 does 
check the fourth equation before declaring “MESSAGE 
CORRECTED 
The remaining analysis is for the case when none of the 

corrections are in channel 5. A similar analysis concludes that 
by choice of E 11 and 12, the equations: mag 

raag 

raag 

raag 

hold. The final necessary check S-(1+1)E, is of course 
enforced by the Algorithm. This concludes the proof of the 
claim that if Algorithm A3 makes a correction, the resulting 
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18 
vector X has HX=0. This is an important property of the 
decoding algorithm that shall be used extensively below in the 
analysis of Algorithm A2 and its invocation from within 
Algorithm A1 described below. 

Analysis of Algorithm A3: detection of a single channel 
failure plus a double symbol error. It is demonstrated that A3 
will always detect a channel failure coincident with two sym 
bol errors, if accurate failed channel information is received 
by A3. Assume, that the failing channel is j and that the 
channels containing the two symbol errors are j** and j*. 
The possibility that j**** is allowed. The two errors are 
located in rows i and i, respectively. The errors are 
represented with column vectors with 18 Zero entries except 
for a single entry. These column vectors are labeled e, e. 
After the substitution 

x - Wi. 
ie1,2,3,4,5}, i 

the two symbol errors “propagate' to channel , leaving a 
total of 3 or 4 errors (but at the same time, undoing the effect 
of the errors originally in channelj*), depending on whether 
i = i, or not. The H syndrome of the received vector after 
the substitution is thus: (HV"+HV)e+(HV"--HV)e. 
The main question is whether syndrome above can be equal 

to the H-syndrome of a subsequent correction that A3 males, 
for in this case, it would be a miscorrection. Assume that a 
miscorrection happens and it involves a correction in channel 
5. Then, the other correction is in channel. Assume that the 
pattern corrected for in channel j is represented by v, a 
column vector with 18 nonzero entries except for one, which 
is the correction. This results in: HV'+HVe+ 
HV"+H"le+HV'v=0. Nevertheless, recall that d(H2) 
E4 as discussed previously. Therefore, it is impossible for 
(HV"--HV'e-(HV"+H")e--HV'v=0 to hold, estab 
lishing that the assumption that a miscorrection happened 
involving channels j and 5 is incorrect. The other case is 
when the miscorrection does not involve channel 5. A similar 
analysis arrives to the same conclusion. 

Analysis of Algorithm A2 and its invocation from within 
Algorithm Al. The purpose of this Subsection is to demon 
strate how Algorithm A2 Succeeds, through an iterative chan 
nel test method and through the use of Algorithm A3, the 
correction with high probability of failure events comprised 
of a channel failure and up to an additional symbol error. 

Analysis of Algorithm A2 and its invocation from within 
Algorithm A1: the double symbol error case. The simplest 
error pattern affecting two channels is simply a double sym 
bol error where each error is in a separate channel. In this 
case, the definition of which channel has failed and which 
channel has a single symbol error is obviously ambiguous. If 
the two symbol errors are in two different rows, then it is clear 
that Algorithm A1 calls Algorithm A2. If they are in the same 
row, then Algorithm A1 attempts correction. But the code 
with parity check matrix H has minimum distance at least 5 
(this fact can be easily seen by collapsing the first 18 rows into 
a single row with every entry equal to 1), and therefore the 
double error is detected and not miscorrected. So even in this 
case Algorithm A2 is invoked. 
Once Algorithm A2 is invoked, it tests each channel itera 

tively assuming that the channel tested is the one that has 
failed and then invokes Algorithm A3 to correct for it and up 
to an additional symbol error. In light of the earlier analysis of 
Algorithm A3, at least for two iterations Algorithm A3 will 
Succeed in correcting for the double error, getting the same 
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corrected message in both of these two iterations. The two 
iterations are the ones where A2 sets as the channel to be 
tested one which has a single symbol error. Thus an 
“UNCORRECTABLE ERROR flag is returned if for some 

20 
“UNCORRECTABLE ERROR' message will be generated 
in Algorithm A2 is if for some other A2 loop iteration that 
calls A3 with channel parameter j'e 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, {*}, with 
A3 returning a “CORRECTABLE ERROR signal with a 

other iteration A3 returns "CORRECTED MESSAGE and 5 different correction from the one obtained while executing 
the message corrected is different from the earlier two cor 
rections. In fact, it is impossible for A3 to state “COR 
RECTED MESSAGE at all in this situation. When the incor 
rect “failing channel information is passed, the first step in 
A3 (in which the failing channel is corrected for) has the 
effect of propagating the other two errors into the failing 
channel, creating 3 or 4 symbols. Nevertheless, as described 
previously in the analysis of Algorithm for the detection of a 
single channel failure plus a double symbol error, the fact that 
d(H)24 implies that the resulting 3 or 4 symbol error 
cannot be miscorrected. Thus in fact in a double symbol error 
scenario, there are full error correction capabilities (no prob 
abilities involved). 

Analysis of Algorithm A2 and its invocation from within 
Algorithm A1: the channel failure with two or more errors 
plus up to an additional symbol error in Some other channel. 
It has been assumed throughout this section that a channel 
failure has two or more errors. It shall now be demonstrated 
that successful correction of a channel failure of this type 
coincident with an additional channel error in Some other 
channel is accomplished with high probability by Algorithm 
A2, with detection assured either way. Given w(Z)21 (the 
additional symbol error can “cancel one of the errors in the 
channel that has failed, causing the associated Z syndrome to 
be equal to zero). If w(Z)22 then Algorithm A2 is invoked 
directly. Suppose now that w(Z)=1; then necessarily there are 
a total of three errors, two of them in the same channel. It can 
be demonstrated that in this case, Algorithm A1 will invoke 
Algorithm A2 as well. Letj*6{1,2,3,4,5} be the index of the 
channel that has two errors. The question is whether it is 
possible for the conditions: 

log. (S/Eagle{1,2,...,72} raag 

F=(S,2== mass 
F= (SS) == magss 

to hold. 
Suppose these hold, then it can be checked that the follow 

ing is true: 
S1 SEmag 

S=SE raag 

S=SE raag 

raag 

for some S with log, S6:1, 2, . . . , 72. The previous 
equations imply that the three symbol error pattern has a 
syndrome that is identical to the syndrome of a single symbol 
error. Since the code H has minimum distance5, it is seen that 
this is impossible, and thus a contradiction has been arrived 
at. It follows that Algorithm A1 will invoke A2 on any error 
event comprised of a single channel failure--up to an addi 
tional symbol error. 

Turning now to analyze Algorithm A2. First assume that a 
single channel failure has taken place (with no other error) in 
some channelj*6{1,2,3,4,5}. It is clear that when the loop 
in A2 invokes A3 with channel parameter j, the algorithm 
succeeds in correcting the channel failure, returning “COR 
RECTABLE ERROR”. Therefore, the only way an 
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loop iteration. 
The first problem is to determine the probability that an 

error in channel j "masquerades” or “aliases” as a channel 
failure error (channelj'e{1,2,3,4,5}, {*}). To complete the 
analysis, the probability that a failure in channel masquer 
ades as a failure in another channel together with an addi 
tional symbol error must be studied. 

Lete, denote the error pattern that occurred in channelj*, 
and assume that this error pattern has exactly the same H 
syndrome as another error patterne, in channelj'. From these 
assumptions it can be easily deduced that e+e, 0 and from 
this that: (HV)+HV)e=0 (5). Recall that for the code 
describe herein, the following conditions holds true: d(HV+ 
HV25. This means that any four columns of the matrix 
(H+HV) are linearly independent. From this it can be easily 
deduced that if one assumes that e, is a vector with entries 
chosen independently and uniformly at random in the field 
GF(256), then the probability of the event (5) is equal to: 

2564 

Since there area total of four possible locations {1,2,3,4, 
5}, {*} for which an undesired correction could occur during 
the execution of Algorithm A2, using a probability union 
bound it is estimated that the probability of declaring 
“UNCORRECTABLE ERROR” is (approximately) at most: 

2564 

if the decoder was capable of decoding only single channel 
failures, and nothing else. The reason for the “approximately 
qualifier is related to the fact that the probabilistic error model 
assumed herein generates with a very small probability the 
“no error” pattern and also the “single symbol error pattern, 
both of which are not treated directly by Algorithm A2. The 
resulting correction needed to obtain an actual upper bound 
results in a negligible correction to the estimate. 
The decoding algorithm described herein is capable of 

decoding a channel failure plus up to an additional symbol 
error. Therefore as discussed previously, a channel failure can 
masquerade in ways beyondjust a single channel failure. This 
additional error decoding capability will result in an upwards 
estimate of the above probability. 

Having introduced the main idea behind the analysis, the 
general problem is now addressed. Assuming that the actual 
error event is an errore, in channelj* together with a single 
symbol error e, in some other channel j** has the same 
syndrome as an error pattern consisting of an error e, in a 
channel j'e{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, {*} and additionally, a single 
symbol error in a channelj"e{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, {j". The single 
symbol erroris represented by the error vectore, which only 
has one nonzero entry. 
From the above, it can be deduced that: e, e..+e, and 

0–HVe+H e-HV'e. Note that it is not assumed that 
*z" (thus, the analysis is not incomplete in this regard). 
These deductions imply that (H00+HVe=(HV)+HV"e 
Note that there are at most 256x18x4x4 ways of choosing the 
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right hand side, as one has a choice of the magnitude of the 
nonzero component of e, its location within the vector, and 
the channel indexes"and". Also as described previously, any 
four columns of the matrix H +H" are linearly indepen 
dent. It is concluded that the probability of declaring an 
“UNCORRECTABLE ERROR” in Algorithm A2 is (ap 
proximately) at most 

2564 s 2x 10 

when the underlying error event is a single channel failure. 
Through a very similar analysis, an estimate can be obtained 
for the probability that A2 declares an “UNCORRECTABLE 
ERROR for an error event comprised of a single channel 
error together with a single symbol failure. This analysis will 
result in obtaining the same estimate: 

256x18x4x4 
2564 s 2x 10. 

Use of code in a computing system. The properties of the 
error handling mechanisms described in this invention make 
it a fairly powerful means of managing the availability, reli 
ability and serviceability of a computer system employing it. 
The processing described herein is exemplary in nature and 
other methods may be implemented without departing from 
the scope of the invention. For example, via exploitation of 
the ideas presented in an exemplary embodiment of the 
present invention codes may be designed that are usable for 
other memory configurations, e.g. a 2+1 memory module 
configuration instead of a 4+1 memory module configuration, 
the use of chips with a different number of I/O pins, e.g. the 
use of x8 or x16 chips instead of X4, a design for a different 
cache line size. Other variants include codes that are capable 
of Sustaining more complex error patterns, for example a 
single memory module failure coincident with more than one 
symbol error, or that have a higher or Smaller degree of chip 
sparing than exemplary embodiments described herein. 
Use of code in a computing system: address parity protec 

tion. Address parity protection refers to protecting the system 
against errors in the address information transmitted between 
the memory controller and the memory Subsystem, which can 
lead to storing a cache line in an incorrect location, or retriev 
ing the incorrect cache line. Exemplary embodiments of the 
present invention provide for a means of detecting when this 
has happened provided that no additional error is present in 
the data retrieved. The idea is to take advantage of the fact that 
the code designed can actually store 17 rows of user data, not 
only 16. By convention, assume that in the first channel the 
17th symbol stores a byte that is a hash function of the address 
of the cache line being stored. This is done at encoding time; 
the hash function could simply be the XOR of all the bytes in 
the address or another suitable function. This byte is never 
actually stored in memory, and just reinserted at the memory 
controller in this location after reading a cache line. Channels 
2, 3 and 4 are filled with Zeros, and channel 5 has the same 
byte is stored in channel 1. If an address error takes place, 
which results in a different hash function value, then this will 
be revealed to the code as a double symbol error in row 18, 
provided no additional errors exist. 

Use of code in a computing system: usage of spare chips. In 
an exemplary embodiment of the present invention (see, for 
example, FIG. 4), there is one spare chip per DIMM. This 
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spare chip (or spare memory device) can be used by Steering 
the information in a bad chip to the spare chip. One method 
for sparing always spares a bad chip in a DIMM to another 
chip within the same DIMM. This ensures that whenever 
there is a DIMM or channel failure, the effect of sparing is 
contained within the DIMM. In case it is not desired to spare 
another chip beyond the one currently spared, another chip 
from another DIMM may be chosen to be spare into. In this 
situation, a DIMM or channel failure can potentially be per 
ceived as a DIMM failure coincident with another chip fail 
ure. The error decoding algorithms presented in fact are 
capable of handling this event with high probability. Another 
possibility is to not spare an entire chip, but only a fraction of 
a chip (say half a chip). If only half a chip is spared, then the 
single spare chip per DIMM can be used to allow for two 
sparing actions, avoiding sparing to a separate DIMM. This 
has the disadvantage that an error in the chip into which 
sparing has been made can potentially result in a double error 
in the code. Nevertheless before a DIMM failure takes place 
the error control code is capable of recovering from Such 
errors and after a marked DIMM failure, such errors will beat 
least detected. Therefore this strategy may apply in some 
situations. 

FIG. 6 depicts an exemplary process flow for performing 
sparing. At block 602, the error type and location is received. 
At block 604, it is determined if the error is a persistent error. 
If the error is a persistent error, then it is determined, at step 
606, if there is a spare memory device on the DIMM where 
the error is located. If there is a spare memory device on the 
DIMM where the erroris located then block 610 is performed 
and the error is corrected by sparing to the spare memory 
device on the DIMM. Otherwise, block 608 is performed and 
the error is corrected by sparing to a memory device located 
on another DIMM in the memory system. 

Another use of the spare chips is for storage of additional 
check information. One reason for doing this is to reduce the 
probability of declaring “UNCORRECTABLE ERROR” on 
error events comprised of a channel failure plus up to an 
additional symbol error. Whenever a spare chip is invoked, 
the associated check information is lost, but the remaining 
checks in the other spare chips will still contribute to the 
reduction of this probability. This gives a “performance 
degrading” mode for the spares within the DIMM, with the 
base (worst case) performance measured by the 2x10 prob 
ability estimated earlier. 
Use of code in a computing system: other memory con 

figurations. Although a very specific memory configuration 
and associated error correction algorithm was presented here, 
the general properties of the encoding and decoding algo 
rithms can be adapted to other memory system configurations 
and beyond memory system problems as well. Letting M be 
the number of channels and N be the number of symbols per 
channel, a parity check matrix with the form 

IN IN w 
|H(I) (2) ... H(M) 

may be utilized where for ie{1,..., M., H is a matrix with 
rrows and N columns. Define: H = H'--H... H+H 
H'+H... H'+H. It will be advantageous, as dem 

onstrated by this invention, to select the matrices H so that 
the parameters given by: 
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mind (H) + H(i)) 
ls<ist 

mind (Hi)) 
ls is M 

are as large as feasible (their maximum possible value is r+1 
in both cases). The first parameter above is always at least as 
large as the second one, and it determines the probability that 
a channel error (possibly coincident with additional errors) 
can be only detected. The second parameter determines how 
many additional errors in addition to a channel failure can be 
tolerated by the code. Selecting appropriate matrices H to be 
appropriately shortened Reed-Solomon codes (with possibly 
one of the matrices set to Zero) can result in attractive codes. 
The decoding algorithms main idea is as described herein 

in the description of exemplary embodiments of the present 
invention. Each channel is tested individually and the first N 
rows of the check matrix H are utilized to substitute the 
contents of each channel being tested using the contents of the 
other channels. This can potentially result in error propaga 
tion, but a sufficiently large value for mini-- d(HG) can 
ensure that in spite of the error propagation, additional errors 
beyond the channel failure can be tolerated. 

FIG.7 depicts an exemplary embodiment of a system com 
posed of an integrated processor chip 700, which contains one 
or more processor elements and an integrated memory con 
troller 710. The memory controller 710 attaches to five nar 
row/high speed point-to-point memory busses 706, with each 
bus 706 connecting one of the several unique memory con 
troller interface channels to a cascade interconnect memory 
subsystem 703 (or memory module, e.g., a DIMM) which 
includes at least a hub device 704 and one or more memory 
devices 709. The memory controller 700 includes an error 
correction algorithm 702 (which may be implemented by a 
mechanism) to perform the processing described herein in 
reference to FIG. 5. The error correction algorithm 702 may 
also perform the processing described herein in reference to 
FIG. 6. The mechanism may be implemented by hardware 
and/or Software instructions. In an alternate exemplary 
embodiment, the error correction algorithm 702 is located in 
the processor chip 700. In another exemplary embodiment, 
the error correction algorithm is located on one or more of a 
hub device 704, the memory controller 710 and the processor 
700 with processing being shared between them. 

In an exemplary embodiment, hub devices may be con 
nected to the memory controller through a multi-drop or 
point-to-point bus structure (which may further include a 
cascade connection to one or more additional hub devices). 
Memory access requests are transmitted by the memory con 
troller through the bus structure (e.g., the memory bus) to the 
selected hub(s). In response to receiving the memory access 
requests, the hub device translates the memory access 
requests to control the memory devices to store write data 
from the hub device or to provide read data to the hub device. 
Read data is encoded into one or more communication packet 
(s) and transmitted through the memory bus(ses) to the 
memory controller. 

In alternate exemplary embodiments, the memory control 
ler(s) may be integrated together with one or more processor 
chips and Supporting logic, packaged in a discrete chip (com 
monly called a “northbridge' chip), included in a multi-chip 
carrier with the one or more processors and/or supporting 
logic, or packaged in various alternative forms that best match 
the application/environment. Any of these solutions may or 
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may not employ one or more narrow/high speed links to 
connect to one or more hub chips and/or memory devices. 
The memory modules may be implemented by a variety of 

technology including a DIMM, a single in-line memory mod 
ule (SIMM) and/or other memory module or card structures. 
In general, a DIMM refers to a small circuit board which is 
comprised primarily of random access memory (RAM) inte 
grated circuits or die on one or both sides with signal and/or 
power pins on both sides of the board. This can be contrasted 
to a SIMM which is a small circuit board or substrate com 
posed primarily of RAM integrated circuits or die on one or 
both sides and single row of pins along one long edge. The 
DIMM depicted in FIG. 1 includes 168 pins in the exemplary 
embodiment, whereas subsequent DIMMs have been con 
structed with pincounts ranging from 100 pins to over 300 
pins. In exemplary embodiments described herein, memory 
modules may include two or more hub devices. 

In exemplary embodiments, the memory bus is constructed 
using multi-drop connections to hub devices on the memory 
modules and/or using point-to-point connections. The down 
stream portion of the controller interface (or memory bus), 
referred to as the downstream bus, may include command, 
address, data and other operational, initialization or status 
information being sent to the hub devices on the memory 
modules. Each hub device may simply forward the informa 
tion to the Subsequent hub device(s) via bypass circuitry; 
receive, interpret and re-drive the information if it is deter 
mined to be targeting a downstream hub device; re-drive 
some or all of the information without first interpreting the 
information to determine the intended recipient; or perform a 
Subset or combination of these options. 
The upstream portion of the memory bus, referred to as the 

upstream bus, returns requested read data and/or error, status 
or other operational information, and this information may be 
forwarded to the subsequent hub devices via bypass circuitry; 
be received, interpreted and re-driven if it is determined to be 
targeting an upstream hub device and/or memory controller in 
the processor complex; be re-driven in part or in total without 
first interpreting the information to determine the intended 
recipient; or perform a Subset or combination of these 
options. 

In alternate exemplary embodiments, the point-to-point 
bus includes a Switch or bypass mechanism which results in 
the bus information being directed to one of two or more 
possible hub devices during downstream communication 
(communication passing from the memory controller to a hub 
device on a memory module), as well as directing upstream 
information (communication from a hub device on a memory 
module to the memory controller), often by way of one or 
more upstream hub devices. Further embodiments include the 
use of continuity modules, such as those recognized in the art, 
which, for example, can be placed between the memory con 
troller and a first populated hub device (i.e., a hub device that 
is in communication with one or more memory devices), in a 
cascade interconnect memory system, such that any interme 
diate hub device positions between the memory controller 
and the first populated hub device include a means by which 
information passing between the memory controller and the 
first populated hub device can be received even if the one or 
more intermediate hub device position(s) do not include a hub 
device. The continuity module(s) may be installed in any 
module position(s), Subject to any bus restrictions, including 
the first position (closest to the main memory controller, the 
last position (prior to any included termination) or any inter 
mediate position(s). The use of continuity modules may be 
especially beneficial in a multi-module cascade interconnect 
bus structure, where an intermediate hub device on a memory 
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module is removed and replaced by a continuity module. Such 
that the system continues to operate after the removal of the 
intermediate hub device. In more common embodiments, the 
continuity module(s) would include either interconnect wires 
to transfer all required signals from the input(s) to the corre 
sponding output(s), or be re-driven through a repeater device. 
The continuity module(s) might further include a non-volatile 
storage device (such as an EEPROM), but would not include 
main memory storage devices. 

In exemplary embodiments, the memory system includes 
one or more hub devices on one or more memory modules 
connected to the memory controller via a cascade intercon 
nect memory bus, however other memory structures may be 
implemented Such as a point-to-point bus, a multi-drop 
memory bus or a shared bus. Depending on the signaling 
methods used, the target operating frequencies, space, power, 
cost, and other constraints, various alternate bus structures 
may be considered. A point-to-point bus may provide the 
optimal performance in Systems produced with electrical 
interconnections, due to the reduced signal degradation that 
may occur as compared to bus structures having branched 
signal lines, Switch devices, or stubs. However, when used in 
systems requiring communication with multiple devices or 
Subsystems, this method will often result in significant added 
component cost and increased system power, and may reduce 
the potential memory density due to the need for intermediate 
buffering and/or re-drive. 

Although not shown in the Figures, the memory modules 
or hub devices may also include a separate bus. Such as a 
presence detect bus, an I2C bus and/or an SMBus which is 
used for one or more purposes including the determination of 
the hub device an/or memory module attributes (generally 
after power-up), the reporting of fault or status information to 
the system, the configuration of the hub device(s) and/or 
memory Subsystem(s) after power-up or during normal 
operation or other purposes. Depending on the bus character 
istics, this bus might also provide a means by which the valid 
completion of operations could be reported by the hub 
devices and/or memory module(s) to the memory controller 
(s), or the identification of failures occurring during the 
execution of the main memory controller requests. 

Performances similar to those obtained from point-to 
point bus structures can be obtained by adding Switch devices. 
These and other solutions offer increased memory packaging 
density at lower power, while retaining many of the charac 
teristics of a point-to-point bus. Multi-drop busses provide an 
alternate solution, albeit often limited to a lower operating 
frequency, but at a cost/performance point that may be advan 
tageous for many applications. Optical bus solutions permit 
significantly increased frequency and bandwidth potential, 
either in point-to-point or multi-drop applications, but may 
incur cost and space impacts. 
As used herein the term “buffer or “buffer device refers 

to a temporary storage unit (as in a computer), especially one 
that accepts information at one rate and delivers it another. In 
exemplary embodiments, a buffer is an electronic device that 
provides compatibility between two signals (e.g., changing 
voltage levels or current capability). The term “hub’ is some 
times used interchangeably with the term “buffer. A hub is a 
device containing multiple ports that is connected to several 
other devices. A port is a portion of an interface that serves a 
congruent I/O functionality (e.g., a port may be utilized for 
sending and receiving data, address, and control information 
over one of the point-to-point links, or busses). A hub may be 
a central device that connects several systems, Subsystems, or 
networks together. A passive hub may simply forward mes 
sages, while an active hub, or repeater, amplifies and 
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refreshes the stream of data which otherwise would deterio 
rate over a distance. The term hub device, as used herein, 
refers to a hub chip that includes logic (hardware and/or 
Software) for performing memory functions. 

Also as used herein, the term “bus' refers to one of the sets 
of conductors (e.g., wires, and printed circuit board traces or 
connections in an integrated circuit) connecting two or more 
functional units in a computer. The data bus, address bus and 
control signals, despite their names, constitute a single bus 
since each are often useless without the others. A bus may 
include a plurality of signal lines, each signal line having two 
or more connection points, that form a main transmission path 
that electrically connects two or more transceivers, transmit 
ters and/or receivers. The term “bus' is contrasted with the 
term "channel” which is often used to describe the function of 
a "port’ as related to a memory controller in a memory sys 
tem, and which may include one or more busses or sets of 
busses. The term “channel' as used herein refers to a port on 
a memory controller. Note that this term is often used in 
conjunction with I/O or other peripheral equipment, however 
the term channel has been adopted by some to describe the 
interface between a processor or memory controller and one 
of one or more memory Subsystem(s). 

Further, as used herein, the term “daisy chain” refers to a 
bus wiring structure in which, for example, device A is wired 
to device B, device B is wired to device C, etc. The last device 
is typically wired to a resistor or terminator. All devices may 
receive identical signals or, in contrast to a simple bus, each 
device may modify one or more signals before passing them 
on. A “cascade' or cascade interconnect as used herein refers 
to a Succession of stages or units or a collection of intercon 
nected networking devices, typically hubs, in which the hubs 
operate as a logical repeater, further permitting merging data 
to be concentrated into the existing data stream. Also as used 
herein, the term “point-to-point' bus and/or link refers to one 
ora plurality of signal lines that may each include one or more 
terminators. In a point-to-point bus and/or link, each signal 
line has two transceiver connection points, with each trans 
ceiver connection point coupled to transmitter circuitry, 
receiver circuitry or transceiver circuitry. A signal line refers 
to one or more electrical conductors or optical carriers, gen 
erally configured as a single carrier or as two or more carriers, 
in a twisted, parallel, or concentric arrangement, used to 
transport at least one logical signal. 
Memory devices are generally defined as integrated cir 

cuits that are composed primarily of memory (storage) cells, 
such as DRAMs (Dynamic Random Access Memories), 
SRAMs (Static Random Access Memories), FeRAMs 
(Ferro-Electric RAMs), MRAMs (Magnetic Random Access 
Memories), Flash Memory and other forms of random access 
and related memories that store information in the form of 
electrical, optical, magnetic, biological or other means. 
Dynamic memory device types may include asynchronous 
memory devices such as FPM DRAMs (Fast Page Mode 
Dynamic Random Access Memories), EDO (Extended Data 
Out) DRAMs, BEDO (Burst EDO) DRAMs, SDR (Single 
Data Rate) Synchronous DRAMs, DDR (Double Data Rate) 
Synchronous DRAMs or any of the expected follow-on 
devices such as DDR2, DDR3, DDR4 and related technolo 
gies such as Graphics RAMs, Video RAMs, LP RAM (Low 
Power DRAMs) which are often based on the fundamental 
functions, features and/or interfaces found on related 
DRAMS. 
Memory devices may be utilized in the form of chips (die) 

and/or single or multi-chip packages of various types and 
configurations. In multi-chip packages, the memory devices 
may be packaged with other device types such as other 
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memory devices, logic chips, analog devices and program 
mable devices, and may also include passive devices such as 
resistors, capacitors and inductors. These packages may 
include an integrated heat sink or other cooling enhance 
ments, which may be further attached to the immediate carrier 
or another nearby carrier or heat removal system. 
Module support devices (such as buffers, hubs, hub logic 

chips, registers, PLLs, DLLs, non-volatile memory, etc) 
may be comprised of multiple separate chips and/or compo 
nents, may be combined as multiple separate chips onto one 
or more substrates, may be combined onto a single package or 
even integrated onto a single device—based on technology, 
power, space, cost and other tradeoffs. In addition, one or 
more of the various passive devices such as resistors, capaci 
tors may be integrated into the Support chip packages, or into 
the Substrate, board or raw card itself, based on technology, 
power, space, cost and other tradeoffs. These packages may 
include an integrated heat sink or other cooling enhance 
ments, which may be further attached to the immediate carrier 
or another nearby carrier or heat removal system. 
Memory devices, hubs, buffers, registers, clock devices, 

passives and other memory Support devices and/or compo 
nents may be attached to the memory Subsystem and/or hub 
device via various methods including solder interconnects, 
conductive adhesives, socket structures, pressure contacts 
and other methods which enable communication between the 
two or more devices via electrical, optical or alternate means. 

The one or more memory modules (or memory Sub 
systems) and/or hub devices may be electrically connected to 
the memory system, processor complex, computer system or 
other system environment via one or more methods such as 
soldered interconnects, connectors, pressure contacts, con 
ductive adhesives, optical interconnects and other communi 
cation and power delivery methods. Connector systems may 
include mating connectors (male/female), conductive con 
tacts and/or pins on one carrier mating with a male or female 
connector, optical connections, pressure contacts (often in 
conjunction with a retaining mechanism) and/or one or more 
of various other communication and power delivery methods. 
The interconnection(s) may be disposed along one or more 
edges of the memory assembly and/or placed a distance from 
an edge of the memory Subsystem depending on Such appli 
cation requirements as ease-of-upgrade/repair, available 
space/volume, heat transfer, component size and shape and 
other related physical, electrical, optical, visual/physical 
access, etc. Electrical interconnections on a memory module 
are often referred to as contacts, or pins, or tabs. Electrical 
interconnections on a connector are often referred to as con 
tacts or pins. 
As used herein, the term memory subsystem refers to, but 

is not limited to: one or more memory devices; one or more 
memory devices and associated interface and/or timing/con 
trol circuitry; and/or one or more memory devices in conjunc 
tion with a memory buffer, hub device, and/or switch. The 
term memory Subsystem may also refer to one or more 
memory devices, in addition to any associated interface and/ 
or timing/control circuitry and/or a memory buffer, hub 
device or Switch, assembled into a substrate, a card, a module 
or related assembly, which may also include a connector or 
similar means of electrically attaching the memory Sub 
system with other circuitry. The memory modules described 
herein may also be referred to as memory Subsystems because 
they include one or more memory devices and hub devices 

Additional functions that may reside local to the memory 
subsystem and/or hub device include write and/or read buff 
ers, one or more levels of memory cache, local pre-fetch 
logic, data encryption/decryption, compression/decompres 
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Sion, protocol translation, command prioritization logic, Volt 
age and/or level translation, error detection and/or correction 
circuitry, data scrubbing, local power management circuitry 
and/or reporting, operational and/or status registers, initial 
ization circuitry, performance monitoring and/or control, one 
or more co-processors, search engine(s) and other functions 
that may have previously resided in other memory Sub 
systems. By placing a function local to the memory Sub 
system, added performance may be obtained as related to the 
specific function, often while making use of unused circuits 
within the subsystem. 
Memory subsystem support device(s) may be directly 

attached to the same substrate or assembly onto which the 
memory device(s) are attached, or may be mounted to a 
separate interposer or Substrate also produced using one or 
more of various plastic, silicon, ceramic or other materials 
which include electrical, optical or other communication 
paths to functionally interconnect the Support device(s) to the 
memory device(s) and/or to other elements of the memory or 
computer system. 

Information transfers (e.g. packets) along a bus, channel, 
link or other naming convention applied to an interconnection 
method may be completed using one or more of many signal 
ing options. These signaling options may include Such meth 
ods as single-ended, differential, optical or other approaches, 
with electrical signaling further including Such methods as 
Voltage or current signaling using either single or multi-level 
approaches. Signals may also be modulated using Such meth 
ods as time or frequency, non-return to Zero, phase shift 
keying, amplitude modulation and others. Voltage levels are 
expected to continue to decrease, with 1.5V, 1.2V, 1V and 
lower signal voltages expected consistent with (but often 
independent of) the reduced power Supply Voltages required 
for the operation of the associated integrated circuits them 
selves. 
One or more clocking methods may be utilized within the 

memory Subsystem and the memory system itself, including 
global clocking, Source-synchronous clocking, encoded 
clocking or combinations of these and other methods. The 
clock signaling may be identical to that of the signal lines 
themselves, or may utilize one of the listed or alternate meth 
ods that is more conducive to the planned clock frequency 
(ies), and the number of clocks planned within the various 
Subsystems. A single clock may be associated with all com 
munication to and from the memory, as well as all clocked 
functions within the memory Subsystem, or multiple clocks 
may be sourced using one or more methods such as those 
described earlier. When multiple clocks are used, the func 
tions within the memory Subsystem may be associated with a 
clock that is uniquely sourced to the Subsystem, or may be 
based on a clock that is derived from the clock related to the 
information being transferred to and from the memory Sub 
system (such as that associated with an encoded clock). Alter 
nately, a unique clock may be used for the information trans 
ferred to the memory Subsystem, and a separate clock for 
information sourced from one (or more) of the memory Sub 
systems. The clocks themselves may operate at the same or 
frequency multiple of the communication or functional fre 
quency, and may be edge-aligned, center-aligned or placed in 
an alternate timing position relative to the data, command or 
address information. 

Information passing to the memory Subsystem(s) will gen 
erally be composed of address, command and data, as well as 
other signals generally associated with requesting or report 
ing status or error conditions, resetting the memory, complet 
ing memory or logic initialization and other functional, con 
figuration or related information. Information passing from 
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the memory Subsystem(s) may include any or all of the infor 
mation passing to the memory Subsystem(s), however gener 
ally will not include address and command information. This 
information may be communicated using communication 
methods that may be consistent with normal memory device 
interface specifications (generally parallel in nature), the 
information may be encoded into a packet structure, which 
may be consistent with future memory interfaces or simply 
developed to increase communication bandwidth and/or 
enable the subsystem to operate independently of the memory 
technology by converting the received information into the 
format required by the receiving device(s). 

Initialization of the memory Subsystem may be completed 
via one or more methods, based on the available interface 
busses, the desired initialization speed, available space, cost/ 
complexity objectives, Subsystem interconnect structures, the 
use of alternate processors (such as a service processor) 
which may be used for this and other purposes, etc. In one 
embodiment, the high speed bus may be used to complete the 
initialization of the memory Subsystem(s), generally by first 
completing a training process to establish reliable communi 
cation, then by interrogation of the attribute or presence 
detect data associated the various components and/or char 
acteristics associated with that Subsystem, and ultimately by 
programming the appropriate devices with information asso 
ciated with the intended operation within that system. In a 
cascaded system, communication with the first memory Sub 
system would generally be established, followed by subse 
quent (downstream) Subsystems in the sequence consistent 
with their position along the cascade interconnect bus. 
A second initialization method would include one in which 

the high speed bus is operated at one frequency during the 
initialization process, then at a second (and generally higher) 
frequency during the normal operation. In this embodiment, it 
may be possible to initiate communication with all of the 
memory Subsystems on the cascade interconnect bus prior to 
completing the interrogation and/or programming of each 
Subsystem, due to the increased timing margins associated 
with the lower frequency operation. 
A third initialization method might include operation of the 

cascade interconnect bus at the normal operational frequency 
(ies), while increasing the number of cycles associated with 
each address, command and/or data transfer. In one embodi 
ment, a packet containing all or a portion of the address, 
command and/or data information might be transferred in one 
clock cycle during normal operation, but the same amount 
and/or type of information might be transferred over two, 
three or more cycles during initialization. This initialization 
process would therefore be using a form of slow commands, 
rather than normal commands, and this mode might be 
automatically entered at Some point after power-up and/or 
re-start by each of the subsystems and the memory controller 
by way of POR (power-on-reset) logic included in each of 
these Subsystems. 
A fourth initialization method might utilize a distinct bus, 

Such as a presence detect bus (such as the one defined in U.S. 
Pat. No. 5,513,135 to Dell et al., of common assignment 
herewith), an I2C bus (such as defined in published JEDEC 
standards such as the 168 Pin DIMM family in publication 
21-C revision 7R8) and/or the SMBUS, which has been 
widely utilized and documented in computer systems using 
Such memory modules. This bus might be connected to one or 
more modules within a memory system in a daisy chain/ 
cascade interconnect, multi-drop or alternate structure, pro 
viding an independent means of interrogating memory Sub 
systems, programming each of the one or more memory 
Subsystems to operate within the overall system environment, 
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and adjusting the operational characteristics at other times 
during the normal system operation based on performance, 
thermal, configuration or other changes desired or detected in 
the system environment. 

Other methods for initialization can also be used, in con 
junction with or independent of those listed. The use of a 
separate bus, such as described in the fourth embodiment 
above, also offers the advantage of providing an independent 
means for both initialization and uses other than initialization, 
such as described in U.S. Pat. No. 6,381,685 to Dell et al., of 
common assignment herewith, including changes to the Sub 
system operational characteristics on-the-fly and for the 
reporting of and response to operational Subsystem informa 
tion Such as utilization, temperature data, failure information 
or other purposes. 

With improvements in lithography, better process controls, 
the use of materials with lower resistance, increased field 
sizes and other semiconductor processing improvements, 
increased device circuit density (often in conjunction with 
increased die sizes) will help facilitate increased function on 
integrated devices as well as the integration of functions 
previously implemented on separate devices. This integration 
will serve to improve overall performance of the intended 
function, as well as promote increased storage density, 
reduced power, reduced space requirements, lower cost and 
other manufacturer and customer benefits. This integration is 
a natural evolutionary process, and may result in the need for 
structural changes to the fundamental building blocks asso 
ciated with systems. 
The integrity of the communication path, the data storage 

contents and all functional operations associated with each 
element of a memory system or subsystem can be assured, to 
a high degree, with the use of one or more fault detection 
and/or correction methods. Any or all of the various elements 
may include error detection and/or correction methods such 
as CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Code), EDC (Error Detection 
and Correction), parity or other encoding/decoding methods 
suited for this purpose. Further reliability enhancements may 
include operation re-try (to overcome intermittent faults such 
as those associated with the transfer of information), the use 
of one or more alternate or replacement communication paths 
to replace failing paths and/or lines, complement-re-comple 
ment techniques or alternate methods used in computer, com 
munication and related systems. 
The use of bus termination, on busses as simple as point 

to-point links or as complex as multi-drop structures, is 
becoming more common consistent with increased perfor 
mance demands. A wide variety of termination methods can 
be identified and/or considered, and include the use of such 
devices as resistors, capacitors, inductors or any combination 
thereof, with these devices connected between the signal line 
and a power Supply Voltage or ground, a termination Voltage 
or another signal. The termination device(s) may be part of a 
passive or active termination structure, and may reside in one 
or more positions along one or more of the signal lines, and/or 
as part of the transmitter and/or receiving device(s). The 
terminator may be selected to match the impedance of the 
transmission line, or selected via an alternate approach to 
maximize the useable frequency, operating margins and 
related attributes within the cost, space, power and other 
constraints. 

Technical effects and benefits include the ability to imple 
ment a memory system, having spare memory devices, in an 
unimpaired State in the presence of a memory module failure 
occurring coincident with a memory device failure. This may 
lead to significant improvements in memory system availabil 
ity and serviceability. 
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As described above, the embodiments of the invention may 
be embodied in the form of computer-implemented processes 
and apparatuses for practicing those processes. Embodiments 
of the invention may also be embodied in the form of com 
puter program code containing instructions embodied in tan 
gible media, such as floppy diskettes, CD-ROMs, hard drives, 
or any other computer-readable storage medium, wherein, 
when the computer program code is loaded into and executed 
by a computer, the computer becomes an apparatus for prac 
ticing the invention. The present invention can also be embod 
ied in the form of computer program code, for example, 
whether stored in a storage medium, loaded into and/or 
executed by a computer, or transmitted over some transmis 
sion medium, Such as over electrical wiring or cabling, 
through fiber optics, or via electromagnetic radiation, 
wherein, when the computer program code is loaded into and 
executed by a computer, the computer becomes an apparatus 
for practicing the invention. When implemented on a general 
purpose microprocessor, the computer program code seg 
ments configure the microprocessor to create specific logic 
circuits. 

While the invention has been described with reference to 
exemplary embodiments, it will be understood by those 
skilled in the art that various changes may be made and 
equivalents may be substituted for elements thereof without 
departing from the scope of the invention. In addition, many 
modifications may be made to adapt a particular situation or 
material to the teachings of the invention without departing 
from the essential scope thereof. Therefore, it is intended that 
the invention not be limited to the particular embodiment 
disclosed as the best mode contemplated for carrying out this 
invention, but that the invention will include all embodiments 
falling within the scope of the appended claims. Moreover, 
the use of the terms first, second, etc. do not denote any order 
or importance, but rather the terms first, second, etc. are used 
to distinguish one element from another. 

The invention claimed is: 
1. A memory system comprising: 
a memory controller, 
a plurality of memory modules connected to the memory 

controller and including a plurality of memory devices, 
the plurality of memory devices including at least one 
memory device for storing checkbits that are computed 
using data stored in memory devices located on at least 
two of the plurality of memory modules, and at least two 
of the memory devices located on at least two of the 
memory modules are accessed in parallel, wherein all of 
the memory modules are read from during every read 
operation; 

a decoding mechanism for detecting that one of the 
memory modules has failed and for allowing the 
memory system to continue to run unimpaired in the 
presence of the memory module failure, the memory 
module failure occurring on a memory module without 
prior failure information, wherein the detecting is 
responsive to the stored checkbits and includes identi 
fying the memory module that has failed and an addi 
tional single memory device failure coincident to the 
memory module failure, the additional single memory 
device failure occurring on a memory device on an other 
of the memory modules and the detecting includes iden 
tifying the memory module that has failed when the 
memory module failure is not coincident with a single 
memory device failure on a memory device on an other 
of the memory modules; and 
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a correction mechanism for correcting the memory module 

failure coincident to the additional single memory mod 
ule failure without redirecting memory requests to a 
spare memory module. 

2. The memory system of claim 1 wherein one or more of 
the memory devices is a spare memory device for providing 
memory device sparing capability. 

3. The memory system of claim 1 wherein substantially all 
of the memory devices on one of the memory modules are 
utilized for error detection and correction across the memory 
modules. 

4. The memory system of claim 1 wherein the detecting 
that one of the memory modules has failed further includes 
assuming that each memory module has failed individually 
and utilizing the checkbits stored on memory devices located 
on at least two of the plurality of memory modules to deter 
mine if the assumption is correct. 

5. The memory system of claim 4, further comprising 
identifying a failing memory module, the failing memory 
module one of the plurality of memory modules where the 
assumption that the module has failed is correct. 

6. The memory system of claim 1 wherein the plurality of 
memory modules include five memory modules connected to 
the memory controller via five different channels, the five 
memory modules including four memory modules having 
one memory device utilized as a spare memory device. 

7. The memory system of claim 1 wherein the checkbits 
include a RAID-3 error correction code and the mechanism 
utilizes the RAID-3 error correction code applied to the 
memory devices organized in a row across multiple memory 
modules and the checkbits further include redundant symbols 
that are used by the mechanism to check data stored on 
memory devices on two or more of the memory modules. 

8. The memory system of claim 1 wherein the mechanism 
further detects an additional memory device failure. 

9. The memory system of claim 1 wherein the mechanical 
packaging of the memory system is adapted to allow replace 
ment of one of the memory modules concurrent with system 
operation. 

10. The memory system of claim 1 wherein the mechanical 
packaging of the memory system is adapted to allow replace 
ment of one or more of the memory devices concurrent with 
system operation. 

11. A memory controller comprising: 
an interface to a plurality of memory modules, the modules 

including a plurality of memory devices, the plurality of 
memory devices including at least one memory device 
for storing checkbits that are computed using data stored 
in memory devices located on at least two of the plurality 
of memory modules, and at least two of the memory 
devices located on at least two of the memory modules 
are accessed in parallel, wherein all of the memory mod 
ules are read from during every read operation; 

a decoding mechanism for detecting that one of the 
memory modules has failed and for allowing the 
memory system to continue to run unimpaired in the 
presence of the memory module failure, the memory 
module failure occurring on a memory module without 
prior failure information, wherein the detecting is 
responsive to the stored checkbits and includes identi 
fying the memory module that has failed and an addi 
tional single memory device failure coincident to the 
memory module failure, the additional single memory 
device failure occurring on a memory device on an other 
of the memory modules and the detecting includes iden 
tifying the memory module that has failed when the 
memory module failure is not coincident with a single 
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memory device failure on a memory device on an other 
of the memory modules; and 

a correction mechanism for correcting the memory module 
failure coincident to the additional single memory mod 
ule failure without redirecting memory requests to a 
spare memory module. 

12. The memory controller of claim 11 wherein one or 
more of the memory devices is a spare memory device for 
providing memory device sparing capability. 

13. The memory controller of claim 11 wherein the detect 
ing that one of the memory modules has failed further 
includes assuming that each memory module has failed indi 
vidually and utilizing the checkbits stored on memory devices 
located on at least two of the plurality of memory modules to 
determine if the assumption is correct. 

14. The memory controller of claim 11 wherein the plural 
ity of memory modules includes five memory modules con 
nected to the memory controller via five different channels, 
the five memory modules including four memory modules 
having one memory device utilized as a spare memory device. 

15. The memory controller of claim 11 wherein the check 
bits include a RAID-3 error correction code and the mecha 
nism utilizes the RAID-3 error correction code applied to the 
memory devices organized in a row across multiple memory 
modules and the checkbits further include redundant symbols 
that are used by the mechanism to check data stored on 
memory devices on two or more of the memory modules. 

16. The memory controller of claim 11 wherein the mecha 
nism further detects an additional memory device failure. 

17. A method for detecting and correcting errors in a 
memory system, the method comprising: 

detecting that a memory module has failed, the memory 
module one of a plurality of memory modules connected 
to a memory controller and including a plurality of 
memory devices, at least two of the memory devices 
located on at least two of the memory modules accessed 
in parallel, wherein all of the memory modules are read 
from during every read operation, the memory devices 
including at least one memory device for storing check 
bits that were computed using data stored in memory 
devices located on at least two of the plurality of 
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memory modules, the memory module failure occurring 
without prior failure information, the detecting respon 
sive to the stored checkbits, the detecting comprising: 
identifying the memory module that has an additional 

single memory device failure coincident to the 
memory module failure, the additional single 
memory device failure occurring on a memory device 
on an other of the memory modules, and correcting 
the memory module failure coincident to the addi 
tional single memory device failure without redirect 
ing memory requests to a spare memory module; and 

identifying the memory module that has failed when the 
memory module failure is not coincident with a single 
memory device failure on a memory device on an 
other of the memory modules; and 

allowing the memory system to continue to run unimpaired 
in the presence of the memory module failure. 

18. The method of claim 17 further comprising identifying 
failing memory devices by tracking previous persistent fail 
ures, and copying data from a persistently failing memory 
device to a spare memory device, wherein one or more of the 
memory devices is a spare memory device for providing 
memory device sparing capability. 

19. The method of claim 18, wherein the spare memory 
device in the memory module containing the persistently 
failing memory device is given preference for being utilized 
in the copying, and a spare memory device in an other 
memory module is chosen for the copying if no spare memory 
device in the memory module is available. 

20. The method of claim 18, further comprising identifying 
sections of failing memory devices by tracking previous per 
sistent failures and if the section of a failing memory device is 
Smaller than a full memory device, copying only the failing 
section to a spare chip. 

21. The method of claim 17 wherein the memory module 
failure includes a failure of any failing device that is used in 
communication between the memory devices and the 
memory controller, even if the failing device is physically not 
present in the failing memory module. 
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